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1. Introduction

Biological interfaces and accompanying interfacial processes constitute one of the most dynamic and expanding fields in science and technology such as biomaterials, tissue engineering, and biosensors. For example, in biomaterials, the bio-interfacial processes between biomaterials and surrounding tissue plays a crucial role in the biocompatibility of the layer (Werner, 2008). In tissue engineering, cellular adhesion plays an important role in the regulation of cell behavior, such as the control of growth and differentiation during development and the modulation of cell migration in wound healing, metastasis, and angiogenesis (Hong et al., 2006). Performance of a biosensor is highly dependent on interfacial processes involving the sensor sensing interface and a target analyte. Therefore, quantitative information on the novel and robust immobilization of detector molecules is one the most important aspects of the biosensor field (Kroger et al., 1998).

Thickness shear mode (TSM) sensors have been used in a variety of studies including interfacial biological processes, cells, tissue and properties of various proteins and their reaction (Cote et al., 2003). Phenomena such as cell adhesion (Soonjin et al., 2006.), superhydrophobicity (Sun et al., 2006, Roach et al., 2007), particle-surface interactions (Zhang et al., 2005), organic and inorganic particle manipulation (Desa et al., 2010) and rheological and interfacial properties of blood coagulation (Ergezen et al. 2007) were studied using TSM sensors. Due to the high interfacial sensitivity of TSM sensors, it has been shown that cell motility can be monitored by analyzing the noise of the TSM sensor response (Sapper et al., 2006). It has also been demonstrated that the number of motile sperm in a semen sample can be assessed in real-time using a flow-chamber integrated with a thickness shear mode sensor (Newton et al., 2007).

1.1 Quantification of Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) sensor response

The TSM sensor response is affected by the complex nature of the interface. Its response is influenced by the geometrical and material properties of the interacting surfaces such as surface roughness (Cho et al., 2007), hydrophobicity (Ayad and Torad, 2009), interfacial...
slippage (Zhuang et al., 2008), coverage area (Johanssman et al., 2008), sensitivity profile (Edvardsson et al., 2005) and penetration depth of the shear acoustic wave (Kunze et al., 2006).


The physical description based on a wave propagation concept in a one-dimensional approximation has been proven as the best model of thickness shear mode (TSM) sensors. The fundamentals have been published in several books (Rosenbaum, 1998). Martin et al. have (1994) applied this background to sensors by using Mason's equivalent circuit to describe the thickness shear mode sensor itself and transmission lines as well as lumped elements for viscoelastic coatings, semi-infinite liquids etc.. Follow-up papers have introduced a more straightforward definition of the elements of the BVD-model (Beiling et al, 1998) as well as several additional approximations, e.g. based on perturbation theory, to derive less complex equations, have suggested a simplified notation to separate the mass from so-called nongravimetric effects, or have applied the transmission line model to several subsystems (Voinova et al, 2002) for demonstration of specific situations just to call some examples. More recent papers deal with deviations from the one-dimensional approximations, e.g. by introducing generalized parameters by deriving specific solutions e.g. for surface roughness or with discontinuity at boundaries.

TSM sensors combined with the theoretical models mentioned above were used to determine the properties of liquids (Lin et al., 1993), high protein concentration solutions (Saluja et al., 2005), and thin polymer films (Katz et al., 1996). For viscoelastic layers, their mechanical impedance depends upon the density, thickness, and the complex shear modulus of the loading. Identification of the all the system parameters from the impedance measurements has been very challenging and uncertain without a priori knowledge of the thicknesses and/or some of the material properties (Lucklum et al. 1997).

Furthermore, Kwoun (2006) showed the beneficial features of the multi-resonance operation of the TSM (called as “multi-resonance thickness shear mode) sensor to study the formation of biological samples, specifically collagen and albumin, on the sensor surface. In this work, it was demonstrated that the different harmonic frequency clearly showed the different characteristics of mechanical properties, especially shear modulus, of the biological sample. Although this work was one of the pioneer studies to demonstrate the strengths of the MTSM measurement technique, it is limited as it is a semi-quantitative method. Exact values of mechanical properties of anisotropic collagen and albumin samples were not able to be defined due to complexity of the non-linear simultaneous equations of the model. An improved MTSM technique combined with an advanced data analysis technique was proposed by Ergezen et al (2010). A new approach merging the multi-harmonic thickness
shear mode (MTSM) measurement technique and genetic algorithm-based data analysis technique has been used. This novel method was utilized to solve two unmet needs:

1. Identification of all four parameter by using the MTSM sensor’s single harmonic response results in an under-determined problem. The MTSM sensor response enables the identification of two parameters by providing imaginary and real components of the mechanical impedance. In other words, there are fewer equations than the material/geometrical parameters of the interface, therefore, the stochastic method is the only approach that can address this problem mathematically. In this project it was shown that combination of the MTSM measurement technique and the genetic algorithm-based data analysis technique (called as MTSM/GA technique) was used to solve this under-determined problem. It was reported for the first time, a novel approach that enables determining all four parameters, which define the response of the MTSM technique.

2. Most of the biological interfaces constitute multi-layer structures. Multi-layer modeling of biological interfacial processes was proposed by several researchers and by us (Wegener et al., 1999, Ergezen et al., 2007). In contrast, there has been very limited (Lucklum et al., 2001) theoretical study and no experimental studies based on the MTSM sensor for quantitative characterization of multi-layer biological processes. It was reported, for the first time, the most comprehensive theoretical and experimental study for quantitative characterization of multi-layer biological interfacial processes.

A new approach merging the multi-harmonic thickness shear mode (MTSM) sensor and a data extraction technique based on stochastic global optimization procedure has been proposed. For this purpose, the MTSM/GA technique is being developed and calibrated with a polymer layer (having known properties). This was then used to estimate the properties of a protein layer with unknown properties adsorbed to the MTSM sensor surface. It was demonstrated that this new method has the potential to be a novel tool for quantitatively characterization of interfacial biological layers.

2. Theory

2.1 Multi-Harmonic Thickness Shear Mode (MTSM) sensor

Piezoelectric MTSM sensors transmit acoustic shear waves into a medium under test, and the waves interact with the medium. Shear waves monitor local properties of a medium in the vicinity of the sensor and of the medium/sensor interface (on the order of nm - μm); thus, they provide a very attractive technique to study interfacial processes. Measured parameters of acoustic waves are correlated with medium properties such as interfacial mass/density, viscosity, or elasticity changes taking place during chemical or biological processes.

The shear acoustic wave penetrates the medium over a very short distance. The square of the depth of penetration of an acoustic shear wave in MTSM sensor is related to medium viscosity, elasticity, density and the frequency of the wave (please see Appendix IA.) (Kwoun et al. 2006). Figure 1a shows the acoustic wave penetrating the adjacent medium and Figure 1b shows that the depth of penetration decreases at higher harmonic frequencies in a semi-infinite medium.

Therefore, by changing the frequency, one can control the distance at which the wave probes the medium. Multi-harmonic operation of MTSM sensor will enable to control the interrogating depth into the biological processes. Therefore it will provide a more in depth
characterization of the biological interfacial processes. For example, it was suggested that cell adhesion on extra cellular matrix should be modeled as a multi-layered structure (Wegener et al. 2000). Therefore MTSM sensors can provide information about mechanical and structural properties of the biological processes from different depths (slicing the medium).

Fig. 1. a) Acoustic wave penetrating into the medium b) depth of penetration decreases at higher harmonic frequencies

It should be noted that it was assumed that the medium is semi-infinite and the mechanical properties are not frequency dependent in fig. 1.

2.2 Electrical response of MTSM sensor

The MTSM sensor is a piezoelectric-based sensor which has the property that an applied alternating voltage (AC) induces mechanical shear strain and vice versa. By exciting the sensor with AC voltage, standing acoustic waves are produced within the sensor, and the sensor behaves as a resonator. The electrical response of the MTSM sensor in air over a wide frequency range is shown in figure 2, where $S_{21}$ is the magnitude response of the MTSM sensor ($|S_{21}|=20\log(100/(100+Z_t))$, $Z_t$=total electromechanical impedance of the MTSM sensor (Rosenbaum 1998). As an example, the magnitude and phase responses of MTSM sensor are presented at the first (5 MHz), third (15 MHz), fifth (25 MHz) and seventh (35 MHz) harmonics in air.

Fig. 2. A typical a) frequency vs. magnitude response and b) frequency vs. phase response characteristic and the associated resonance harmonics for the MTSM sensor, spanning a wide frequency range (5 MHz to 35 MHz). (Insets) Magnified view of magnitude and phase response at 5 MHz
An example of the MTSM’s magnitude response in the vicinity of the fundamental resonant frequency is given below (figure 3a). When the TSM sensor is loaded with a biological media, there will be a shift in resonant frequency and a decrease in the magnitude. These changes can be correlated with changes in the mechanical and geometrical properties of the medium such as thickness, viscosity, density and stiffness. Depending on the changes at the interface of the sensor surface-medium interface, a positive and/or negative shift can be seen in the frequency response (Figure 3b).

![Magnitude vs Frequency](image)

**Fig. 3.** (a) Demonstration of a typical qualitative frequency-dependent response curve for the MTSM sensor in the vicinity of the resonant frequency; \( n \) = harmonic number, \( a_{Rn} \) = Initial maximum magnitude, \( f_{Rn} \) = Initial resonant frequency, (b) In the case of both positive and negative frequency shifts throughout the experiment, \( a_{RnI}, a_{RnII} \) = Instantaneous maximum magnitudes of loaded MTSM sensor at time \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) respectively, \( f_{RnI}, f_{RnII} \) = Instantaneous resonant frequencies of the loaded MTSM sensor at time \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) respectively (Inlet) resonant frequency and magnitude are monitored as a function of time

### 2.3 MTSM/GA data processing technique

This section will be structured in the following manner; first, the general structure of a genetic algorithm will be explained. Second, advantages of genetic algorithm over other techniques will be discussed. Finally, implementation of MTSM-GA technique for determination of material parameters will be explained.

**Principles of operation of a genetic algorithm (GA)**

Basic definitions of GA terms are defined in Appendix IB. Genetic algorithm (GA) is based on the genetic processes of biological organisms (figure 4). GA works with a population of individuals, each representing a possible solution to a given problem. Each individual is assigned a fitness score according to how good a solution to the problem it is. The highly-fit individuals are given opportunities to reproduce, by cross breeding with other individuals in the population. This produces new individuals as offspring, which share some features taken from each parent.

**Comparison of GA to other data processing techniques**

Complex models are ubiquitous in many applications in the fields of engineering and science. Their solution often requires a global search approach. Therefore the objective of optimization techniques is to find the globally best solution of models, in the possible
The presence of multiple local optima. Conventional optimization and search techniques include; (1) gradient-based local optimization method, (2) random search, (3) stochastic hill climbing, (4) simulated annealing, (5) symbolic artificial intelligence and (6) genetic algorithms. The detailed information on each technique and comparisons to Genetic Algorithms (GA) are already explained by Depa and Sivanandam (2008). Here, the aim is not to analyze these techniques in detail but to show the suitability of GA as a parameter estimation algorithm. As discussed by Depa and Sivanandam, some of the advantages of GA over other techniques are: (1) it is good for multi-mode problems, (2) it is resistant to becoming trapped in local optima, (3) it performs well in large-scale optimization problems, (4) it handles large, poorly understood search spaces easily. These advantages match with the requirements for an optimization technique to be applied in this application. Therefore GA was chosen as an optimization technique and successfully combined with the MTSM technique.

Fig. 4. Flow chart of a genetic algorithm

**Structure of the MTSM/GA technique**

The structure of MTSM-GA technique is presented in figure 5. As seen from the figure, there are two inputs to the GA, namely; range of variables and MTSM sensor response. GA outputs the determined values of the variables by using GA functions such as crossover, mutation and fitness evaluation. In the following sections, initially, the inputs to the GA will be explained. Then the structure of GA and its internal functions will be presented.

**MTSM sensor response**

The first input to the GA is the MTSM sensor response. Both magnitude and phase responses were continuously monitored during the experiments (see materials and methods section). Then the specific points on these responses such as resonant frequency, maximum magnitude, minimum phase, frequency at minimum phase, and phase at maximum magnitude were input to GA for calculating the fitness score for each individual. The changes in these target points were calibrated with the diwater/glycerin changes.

**Selection of the ranges for variables**

The next step of the technique is to set the ranges for the variables (chromosomes). These ranges represent the bounded space within which the GA will search for solutions. The
ranges should be reasonable for each parameter in order to determine accurate solutions. For example, for a Newtonian liquid the stiffness is 0, therefore one should not set the range to be between \(1 \times 10^5\) N/m\(^2\) and \(1 \times 10^7\) N/m\(^2\). If this were done the algorithm will not converge to a solution because of the inappropriate choice of ranges.

As shown by Kwoun (2006), the viscoelastic materials can be divided into four regimes, namely; liquid like, soft rubber, hard rubber and solid like. As seen from Table 1, the viscosity values might change between 0.001 and 0.1 kg/m.s and stiffness value changes between 0 – \(1 \times 10^9\) N/m\(^2\). Typical range of density values for a polymer was determined to be between 1000 – 1400 kg/m\(^3\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>(\eta) (kg/m.s)</th>
<th>(C) (N/m(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid like</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.01</td>
<td>0-1e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Rubber</td>
<td>0.01 – 0.1</td>
<td>0-1e5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Rubber</td>
<td>0.01 – 0.1</td>
<td>1e5 – 1e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Like</td>
<td>- 0.1</td>
<td>1e7 – 1e9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Four regimes of a viscoelastic system

**Genetic Algorithm and its internal functions**

This section will be divided into three sections. First, the GA’s main parameters such as number of populations, crossovers, mutation rates and genes per chromosome will be analyzed. Then the fitness function of the GA will be explained. Finally, the technique combination of sub-spacing and zooming to determine the values for four variables will be presented.

**Selection of GA parameters**

Different combinations of the GA parameters were evaluated. Here, the combination that gives the best result is presented. Each variable was represented by a binary chromosome that contains 16 genes. A random population of 100 individuals was generated. Tournament
selection was implemented for selection of individuals for mutation and crossover. In order to carry out the crossovers the entire population is divided into groups of 5 individuals each, these groups are randomly selected. From each group, the individual with the highest fitness together with another individual of this group are selected for crossover. The two selected individuals are the parents and yield two offspring. Both the parents and the offspring pass to the next generation. This idea was implemented in order to reduce the selection pressure.

The crossover between the parents is a simple one meaning that a random crossover point is selected and two kids’ genome are formed with the left and right genes of the crossover point of each parent. A relatively high mutation probability (0.5) is present in order to avoid local minimum, otherwise all the individuals might end up having the same genome and this genome corresponding to a not optimal solution. Also elitism was implemented to assure that the best individual of a generation survives to the next generation. This ensures that the algorithm keeps the best solution until a better one is found.

Fitness function

One of the most important parts of a genetic algorithm is the fitness function. The fitness function must reflect the relevant measures to be optimized. This function evaluates the function being searched for the set of parameters of each member of the population. The output of the fitness function is a vector that contains the fitness for each member of the population. This vector helps in the selection of individual for generating new offspring or individuals that will be included in the new generated population.

The approach used, in this study to model biolayers on a MTSM sensor, is Mason’s transmission line model (please see Appendix C). This model is a one-dimensional model that describes the electrical characteristics of an acoustic structure wherein, each layer of load can be represented as a T-network of impedances.

Once the initial population is created the algorithm randomly generates a population (includes 100 individuals) chosen from the ranges of the variables (the section titled “selection of the ranges for variables”). Then each individual was input to fitness function (transmission line model). The error between the model (transmission line model) and the experimental results were compared by using the following equation:

$$\text{fitness} = \frac{100}{1 + \left(\sqrt{\alpha_e - \alpha_t}^2 + \sqrt{f_R - f_{\text{AR}}}^2 + \sqrt{P_M - P_{\text{AR}}}^2 + \sqrt{f_M - f_{\text{R}}}^2 + \sqrt{\alpha_{\text{AR}} - \alpha_{\text{R}}}^2 + \sqrt{f_{\text{AR}} - f_{\text{R}}}^2\right)}$$

The denominator of this function represents the difference between the model and the experimental data (we use the plus one in order to avoid the eventual division by zero). In this project, rather than fitting the whole magnitude and phase curve, certain points such as $\alpha_e$ = maximum magnitude, $f_R$ = resonant frequency, $P_M$ = minimum phase, $f_M$ = resonant frequency at minimum phase, $\alpha_{\text{AR}}$ = minimum magnitude, $f_{\text{AR}}$ = anti-resonant frequency has been compared between the model and the experimental results. Subscript “e” indicates experimental results and subscript “t” stands for theoretical model. This function is monotonously increasing with the kindness of the solution provided by the genetic algorithm. The algorithm was terminated at after 500 generations.

Set-up of the Genetic Algorithm

Acoustic impedance seen at the sensor/film interface is derived from transmission line theory (Martin and Frye 1991). Surface mechanical impedance is related to density and
thickness of the film, and complex modulus (= $G' + jG''$). Therefore there are four independent variables to define the surface acoustic impedance. The MTSM sensor response contributes two parameters by providing real and imaginary part of mechanical impedance. Hence using single harmonic response results in an under-determined problem. Genetic optimization technique has been applied to under-determined problems to obtain approximate solutions with satisfactory accuracy (Wang and Dhawan, 2008). Here genetic algorithm has been improved by combining sub-space and zooming techniques. It was shown that this combination provides very good approximation with less than 1% error.

First, sub-spacing method was applied. This method gives a quick idea of where the solution can be and also it decreases algorithm running time dramatically (Garaia and Chaudhurib, 2007). Therefore the solution space was divided in 10 sub-spaces. Genetic algorithm was run 5 times in each subspace. Each subspace’s convergence performance was evaluated. The sub-space with the best fitness score was considered to be the candidate solution space. It was observed that the candidate sub-space had a distinct convergence performance compared to the others. This method dramatically increased the efficiency of GA by eliminating the irrelevant solution spaces.

Secondly, GA was run 100 times (this number was chosen to have 95% confidence level and 10% confidence interval statistically). The termination criterion for each run was 500 generations. After 100 runs, it was observed that, for two out of four variables, observed points having a uniform distribution (skewness < 0.5) were accumulating around one number in a narrow range (in ±20% of candidate solution point). The average value of the observed points was also equal or very close (<5%) to solution (theoretically shown). Therefore GA was always able to converge to “the most likely” values for two out of four variables after these two steps (from our observations, mostly stiffness and thickness, and sometimes, viscosity and thickness). It was shown theoretically that one can always put these numbers, and calculate the other two variables with the error of less than <15% at this step. Then zooming method was applied to reduce the search space around the candidate optimum solution point. Several zooming methods have been developed for different applications (Ndiritu and Daniel, 2001, Kwon et al. 2003). In this project, the GA was run 30 times, and then the new range was set to be between maximum and minimum numbers of the 30 points. This zooming continued until the error was less than 1% for all variables. This error was achieved after 6 zooming.

These results showed that the MTMS/GA technique combined with sub-spacing and zooming methods can be applied successfully to approximate the solution with good accuracy for this under-determined problem.

3. Materials and methods

The MTSM/GA technique first experimentally tested with the polymer SU8-2002 layer spin coated on sensor surface. The determined properties of the layer were compared with the values obtained from literature. The technique was then applied to obtain the mechanical and geometrical properties of a protein layer adsorbed on gold layer. The methods and chemicals used in the experiments are described below.

a. Deposition of the thin polymer film

The SU 8-2002 (MicroChem) polymer solution was spin coated on MTSM sensor by using the following procedure. First, the gold electrode surface of TSM sensors was cleaned using
Piranha solution (one part of 30% H2O2 in three parts H2SO4). After 2 min exposure time, the sensors were rinsed with distilled water. The surface was dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. The SU 8 – 2002 sample was dispensed on MTSM sensor surface and sensors were spin coated for 40 seconds. The sensors were then soft baked for 1 min at 95 °C. The SU 8-2002 films were exposed to UV light for 4 seconds under 25 mJ/cm². This was followed by 1 min hard baking on hot plate at 95 °C.

b. Antibody adsorption on MTSM sensor surface

The reference measurements were taken for air and phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Next, the sensors were exposed to rabbit-immunoglobulin G (IgG) (50 μg/ml) suspended in diwater (Fisher Scientific, pH: 5.34, Cat No: 25-555-CM) for 50 minutes to allow IgG coating of the sensor surface by adsorption.

c. Characterization of geometrical properties of the thin film

The thicknesses of the SU 8 – 2002 films were determined by using optical profilometer (Zygo Inc. Model #: NV6200). For the thickness measurements, a very small portion of MTSM sensor surface was not exposed to UV light. After the films were developed, the SU 8-2002 layer was removed from this portion. To obtained different thicknesses of film layer, 1:1 solution of SU8-2002 and cyclopentanone (Acros Organics) was prepared. The surface topography of the film layer was measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The prepared samples were placed on a glass slide installed on the atomic force microscope (Bioscope; Veeco), that was mounted on the inverted fluorescence microscope (TE2000; Nikon, Melville, N.Y.). Measurements were made using contact mode with a scan rate of 2 Hz.

d. Measurement system and MTSM sensor data analysis technique

A 14 mm diameter, 0.33 mm thick, 5 MHz quartz crystal with deposited 7 mm gold electrodes was placed in a custom fabricated brass sensor holder (ICM). The sensor holder was connected to a Network Analyzer (NA) (HP4395A). A LabView program on a personal computer was used to control the network analyzer and collect the data at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz. The experiments were done in room temperature (24°C±1°C). Magnitude and phase responses of MTSM sensor were monitored during the experiments (figure 6). The sampling rate was 30 seconds. Each experiment was repeated three times.

![Fig. 6](www.intechopen.com)
4. Results and discussions

Initially, two different thicknesses of SU8 2002 layers were spin coated on sensor surface and changes in the frequency and magnitude responses were monitored at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz. The thicknesses of the layers were measured by using optical profilometer (fig. 7a). The average thicknesses of the layers were 1920±25 nm and 770±50 nm respectively. Surface topography of the SU8 - 2002 layers was measured by using AFM (fig. 7b). The average roughness of the layer was 20 nm and no cracks on the surface were observed.

Fig. 7. A) Thickness measurements from optical profilometer sample a. SU8-2000 solution sample b. 1:1 dilution of SU8-2002 and cyclopentanone B) Surface topography of SU 8 layer

a. Determination of mechanical and geometrical properties of SU8 layer of 1.92 μm thickness

First set of experiments were performed by spin coating 2 μm thick SU 8 - 2002 layer on sensor surface. The MTSM/GA determined properties are presented in table 2. The average thickness of the polymer layer determined to range from 2080 nm to 2140 nm among the harmonics. Although these values are slightly higher than the value (1920±25 nm) obtained in control experiments, they are still in less than 10% experimental errors. The variation between the frequencies for density value was also very small, ranging from 1240 to 1253 kg/m³. These numbers correlate well with the literature value of 1200 kg/m³ (Jiang et al., 2003) for SU8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTSM Frequency</th>
<th>MTSM/GA Results</th>
<th>Profilometer</th>
<th>Jiang et al. [38]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(MHz)</td>
<td>d(nm)</td>
<td>ρ (kg/m³)</td>
<td>d (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2120±60</td>
<td>1253±10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2140±50</td>
<td>1246±11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2080±110</td>
<td>1240±50</td>
<td>1920±25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>2080±60</td>
<td>1240±28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison density and thickness values of SU 8-2002 layer determined using MTSM/GA sensor at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz with profilometer and Jiang et al. (Jiang et al. 2003)
The frequency dependent shear modulus of SU 8-2002 layer obtained using the MTSM/GA is presented in table 3. Both loss and storage modulus varies with the operating frequency. These extracted values were compared with the values obtained by Jiang et al (2003) (table 3). Jiang et al calculated the shear modulus of SU8 layer by using the impedance-admittance characteristics of the equivalent circuit models of loaded and unperturbed TSM sensors operating at 9 MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTSM Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>MTSM/GA Results</th>
<th>Jiang et al.[38] (at 9 MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G^I$ (N/m$^2$)</td>
<td>$G^II$ (N/m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$(4.55\pm2.12) \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$(1.89\pm0.26) \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$(2.33\pm0.18) \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$(1.00\pm0.03) \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$(3.82\pm0.52) \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$(4.69\pm0.52) \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>$(5.81\pm0.71) \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$(6.49\pm0.18) \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of determined $G^I$ and $G^II$ values of SU8 layer using MTSM/GA at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz and Jiang et al (2003)

As seen in table 3, the values obtained by Jiang et al. fall between the values obtained using the MTSM/GA method for 5 and 15 MHz. The small variation in the $G^I$ and $G^II$ may be due to difference in the film preparations. Alig et al. (1996) has shown that variations in film preparation methods can affect the mechanical properties of the polymer layers.

b. Determination of mechanical and geometrical properties of SU8 layer of 0.770 μm thickness

The second set of experiments was done with the ~770 nm thick SU 8-2002 layer on MTSM sensor. As seen from the table 4, the thickness of the layer determined using the MTSM/GA method correlates well with the expected thickness for each harmonic (less than 10% error). Furthermore the results vary only 10 nm between the harmonics. Similarly, determined values for density were consistent between the harmonics, which is around ~1200 kg/m$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTSM Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>MTSM/GA Results</th>
<th>Profilometer</th>
<th>Jiang et al.[39]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d$ (nm)</td>
<td>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>$d$ (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>820±45</td>
<td>1180±40</td>
<td>770±50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>820±20</td>
<td>1190±30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>810±35</td>
<td>1190±50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>810±52</td>
<td>1213±35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Determined density and thickness values by MTSM/GA or 770 nm thick SU8 layer at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz

The initial losses before coating were -0.53 dB and -2.5 dB for 5 and 35 MHz respectively. The losses increase to -0.59 dB for 5 MHz and -4.18 dB for 35 MHz. As seen from these results, the losses remain relatively low when the thickness of the layer was decreased to 770 nm in contrast to the phenomenon observed when the film thickness was 2 μm. For 2 μm
film thickness, the losses increase to -1.9 dB and -11.5 dB at 5 MHz and 35 MHz respectively, while initial loses were similar to what observed for 770 nm film thickness. The shear modulus values determined via the MTSM/GA technique are presented. Both loss and storage modulus were decreased compared to the values obtained when film thickness was 2 μm (figure 8). It has been shown that the scale effect on the mechanical properties of the polymers might be the reason for the decrease in the values (Liu et al, 2009, Luo et al, 2003).

Fig. 8. a) Storage and b) loss modulus as a function of harmonic frequency for 770 nm and 1920 nm thick SU8 layer at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz (error bars are smaller than symbols when not visible)

c. Determination of mechanical and geometrical properties of an antibody layer

Third set of experiments were done by adsorbing an antibody layer on MTSM sensor surface under static conditions at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz. Antibodies play crucial importance in many applications such as biosensing (Hanbury et al. 1996) and drug delivery (Morrison et al., 1995). The sensor surface was saturated with antibody to form a uniform protein layer on the surface. Change in the frequency and magnitude responses at 15, 25 and 35 MHz are presented in figure 9. At the fundamental frequency (5 MHz), high fluctuations observed in sensor response are likely due to insufficient energy trapping as described by others (Li et al. 2004).

Fig. 9. Time response of A. resonant frequency and B. maximum magnitude responses of MTSM sensor to antibody binding at 15, 25 and 35 MHz
The properties of the medium were determined at \( t_1 = 10 \) and \( t_2 = 70 \) minutes. At \( t_1 = 10 \), the system is modeled as MTSM sensor loaded with semi-infinite Newtonian medium (DI water) (fig 10A). The height of the column (2 mm) was much higher than the penetration depth of the acoustic wave at 5 MHz (~250 nm in DI water).

At \( t_2 = 10 \) min., the MTSM/GA determined properties of the layer at 15, 25 and 35 MHz are presented in table 5. The variations in the determined thickness values were very high (ranging from 300 nm to 5 \( \mu \)m due to the fact that column height was much larger than the penetration depth. Solution range for thickness values was set to be between 1 nm to 10 \( \mu \)m in genetic algorithm. Thus any thickness value larger than the penetration depth will satisfy the solution because the MTSM sensor is not sensitive to the changes beyond the penetration depth. However, the solutions were always higher than penetration depth as expected. Due to the high fluctuations in thickness values, it was not presented here. In contrast the solutions for \( \rho_1, \eta_1 \) and \( C_1 \) match with the literature values very well. (Literature values are \( \rho_1 = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3, \eta_1 = 0.001 \text{ kg/m.s and } C_1 = 0 \text{ N/m}^2 \text{ at room temperature (Greczylo and Deboowski 2005)})

![Fig. 10. Physical model for MTSM sensor system at A) t=10 and B) t=70](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTSM Frequency</th>
<th>Density (kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>( C' ) (N/m(^2))</th>
<th>( \eta ) (kg/m.s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1006(\pm)5</td>
<td>((2.00\pm1.00)\times10^2)</td>
<td>((1.05\pm0.04)\times10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1003(\pm)2</td>
<td>((5.00\pm3.00)\times10^2)</td>
<td>((1.08\pm0.03)\times10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1004(\pm)4</td>
<td>((1.00\pm1.00)\times10^2)</td>
<td>((1.06\pm0.04)\times10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Determined properties for semi-infinite Newtonian medium layer by MTSM/GA at 15, 25 and 35Hz

At \( t = 70 \) min., the physical model is presented in fig 10b. A viscoelastic layer (protein layer) with finite thickness and semi-infinite Newtonian medium were loaded on MTSM sensor. The properties for diwater layer were entered into the algorithm as known variables and the unknown properties (\( \rho_p, \eta_p, C_1 \) and \( d_p \)) of viscoelastic layer were determined using the MTSM/GA method. The results are presented in table 6. The thickness of the layer was determined to range from 10.3 to 11 nm for the harmonics. This number correlates well with the values presented by the other researches. Westphal et al (Westphal and Bornmann 2002) calculated the height of antibody layer as 9.2 nm. Furthermore Liao et al (Liao et al 2004) measured the average height of the antibody layer as 10.1\(\pm\)3.3 nm.
The density of the antibody layer was also determined by the MTSM/GA to be 1030±14 kg/m³. This density value is close to the water density in which the antibodies were suspended. Hook et al. (2002) considered the density of antibody layer as 1050 kg/m³ when the antibodies were not attached to gold surface. After the cross-linking, the density value was 1300 kg/m³, this is closer to the density value of dry protein. Voros (2004) also showed that the wet density of antibody layer is significantly different than the dry protein density value due to the solvent present in the adsorbed proteins. Therefore we believe that the determined value of the density is in a reasonable range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTSM Frequency</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>G_I (N/m²)</th>
<th>G_II (N/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11±0.3</td>
<td>1050±10</td>
<td>(5.20±0.5) x10⁴</td>
<td>(4.80±0.58) x10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.4±0.6</td>
<td>1080±12</td>
<td>(5.00±0.13) x10⁴</td>
<td>(9.50±1.40) x10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>10.3±0.4</td>
<td>1040±14</td>
<td>(5.60±0.12) x10⁴</td>
<td>(1.52±0.31) x10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Determined properties for antibody layer by MTSM/GA at 15, 25 and 35 MHz

As seen from the table 6, the adsorbed antibody layer has low storage modulus (<1e⁵ N/m²), and relatively higher loss modulus. While storage modulus was same for each harmonic, loss modulus changed with frequency. It has been experimentally shown that the adsorbed protein layers on TSM sensor, such as antibody, vesicles and cells do not behave like “rigid and thin” films (Voinova et al, 2002). Therefore the linear relationship between resonant frequency shift and mass deposition is not observed. Saluja et al. (2005) indicated low concentrations (less than 60 mg/ml) of antibody suspension behave like Newtonian medium. But it should not be expected that the properties of adsorbed layer will not be the same as the properties of antibody suspension. The effect of the binding between protein layer and gold layer should be considered. No literature value was found for direct comparison. Therefore we believe that MTSM/GA technique will lead to development of a quantitative tool for study of biological interfacial processes.

5. Conclusions

It was shown that MTSM sensor combined with genetic algorithm can be used to extract mechanical and geometrical properties of biological layers. The developed technique was first experimentally tested with SU8-2002 polymer layers with known properties having two different thicknesses. It was shown that the developed technique was successfully determined the mechanical and geometrical layers of thin polymer layers. MTSM/GA technique was then applied to extract the properties of antibody layer coated on MTSM sensor. The obtained data support our hypothesis about use of MTSM/GA technique can be a powerful tool for quantitative characterization of interfacial biological interfacial processes.
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7. Appendix I

A. The depth of penetration of a shear wave ($\delta$)

The depth of penetration of a shear wave ($\delta$) in a Newtonian medium is given by the equation shown below:

$$ \delta_n = \frac{1}{\omega_n \left( \frac{\rho_m^2}{C_m^2 + (\omega \eta_m)^2} \right)^{1/4}} \sin \left( -\frac{1}{2} \arctan \left( \frac{\omega \eta_m}{C_m} \right) \right) $$

(2)

$\rho_m =$ density of medium (kg/m$^3$),
$\eta_m =$ viscosity of medium (kg/m.s),
$C_m =$ stiffness of medium (N/m$^2$),
$\omega =$ angular frequency (rad/s) and
$n =$ harmonic number

B. Basic terminologies of a genetic algorithm

*Individual*: A solution to the problem is called an individual.

*Population*: The total number of solutions is called population.

*Chromosome*: Each individual has a number of chromosomes that represent each parameter (i.e. variables to be determined) of the problem.

*Genes*: Each chromosome contains a fixed number of genes, the number of genes per chromosome determine the resolution of the total solution. The number of genes per chromosome is mostly determined by the broadness of the range in which each chromosome lies.

*Fitness*: Every individual has to be weighed according to its fitness. The individual fitness value determines its survival and breeding probability. A higher fitness individual has higher probability of survival.

C. Mason’s transmission line model

As seen in fig. 11, the biological process consist of a piezoelectric layer (MTSM sensor) and a non-piezoelectric biological layer. In this model, each layer of load can be represented as a T-network of impedances.

![Mason model representation of non-piezoelectric layers loaded on piezoelectric plate](www.intechopen.com)
8. Appendix II (Symbols)

$F_1$ = input force (N)
$F_2$ = output force (N)
$v_1$ = input particle velocity (m/s)
$v_2$ = output particle velocity (m/s)
$A$ = area of active electrode of MTSM (m$^2$)
$k$ = propagation constant (m$^{-1}$)
$d$ = thickness (m)
$Z$ = acoustic impedance (acoustic ohm)
$I$ = current (C)
$C_0$ = static capacitance of MTSM (F)
$\phi$: transformer ratio
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The concept of acoustic wave is a pervasive one, which emerges in any type of medium, from solids to plasmas, at length and time scales ranging from sub-micrometric layers in microdevices to seismic waves in the Sun’s interior. This book presents several aspects of the active research ongoing in this field. Theoretical efforts are leading to a deeper understanding of phenomena, also in complicated environments like the solar surface boundary. Acoustic waves are a flexible probe to investigate the properties of very different systems, from thin inorganic layers to ripening cheese to biological systems. Acoustic waves are also a tool to manipulate matter, from the delicate evaporation of biomolecules to be analysed, to the phase transitions induced by intense shock waves. And a whole class of widespread microdevices, including filters and sensors, is based on the behaviour of acoustic waves propagating in thin layers. The search for better performances is driving to new materials for these devices, and to more refined tools for their analysis.
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